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Topics for Today

- The Call is out! Outline Stage Deadline is May 17th.

- Shortlisting then occurs in July & we are (hopefully) invited to submit 
a full bid which is due in November (unspecified date).

- So let's go through the draft plan for the bid. This is based on the USPs, 
ideas and discussions we have had.

- We'll also go through the plan for expert feedback.



Personnel

- Juan Mateos-Garcia (Deepmind / ex-NESTA) cannot join due to the admin 
overhead that Deepmind have for external engagements.

- Duncan Weldon is visiting Warwick on Wednesday and we plan to ask him to 
come on board.

- This leaves the gap left by Sheilagh Ogilvie.
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ESRC Challenge-led Specification

"We are looking for centres that deliver challenge-led research, bringing 
together the right people, disciplines, institutions and infrastructure to 
respond to that challenge within a 5-year timeframe. "

"Challenges addressed through successful centres will be critical to the future of 
our society or the economy, or both. Research will address a gap that is not 
being addressed elsewhere that can be delivered within a 5-year timeframe. You 
should describe the challenge that your centre is responding to as part of your 
case for support and outline:

- What the challenge is and how it is currently affecting society or the economy, 
or both

- The geographic scale and demographic focus of the challenge

- Why the research needs presented by the challenge are currently unmet
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Terminology
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Inclusive Growth (1)
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Inclusive Growth (2)
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Current Approach

- Position us in this space of evidence-based policy research as a lateral 
expansion of the research base.

- This lets us state our established USPs:

1) Firstly, CAGE will act as an important vehicle for broadening the scope of the 
UK’s economic research base for inclusive growth.

2) Secondly, CAGE is an important ‘connector’ between economics and other 
disciplines.

3) Thirdly, CAGE will be a major UK research base in economics outside the M25 
and the well-known ‘Golden Triangle’.
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Aims of the Centre

Right now, generic research production aims...

1/. Produce new, unique researchresourcesand tools for the development 
of inclusive growth policies.

2/. Contribute new skills, capabilities and networks to the UK’s research base 
for inclusive growth.

….but the expansion of these gives the CAGE contributions..
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"Produce New Research"

"Three areas crucial to the inclusive growth challenge":

1/. Historical Roots: What has been the historical pattern of growth across countries 
and regions and what factors have underpinned this growth?

2/. Institutions: How can we build better political institutions for social and 
economic success? What are the causes of dysfunctions in our current institutions?

3/. Policy Design: What are specific examples of inclusive growth policies? How can 
we bring innovative methods to bear on policy development and do this 
expeditiously? 
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"Build Capability"

1/. New Research Networks: CAGE will meaningfully involve researchers outside 
of economics in the study of inclusive growth questions.

2/. Quantitative Skills for ‘Agile’ Public Policy: CAGE will develop a set of 
training events that will emphasize the quantitative skills that still tend to fall 
outside formal curricula but are essential to rapid policy analysis and innovative 
research generally.

3/. Connecting UK Economics: Collaborations with Birmingham & Nottingham 
('Midlands Agglomeration') ; Queen's University Belfast (Centre for Economic 
History) & ETH Zurich Economics & Natural Language Lab.
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Assessment

1/. Need to address the specific requirements of the challenge. (eg: current 
effects of the challenge; demographic/geographic scope; how the challenge is 
unmet).

2/. Make the prose less generic and reflective of CAGE's original contributions.

We can only generate this by going through the substance of the proposal, 
specifically the research programme. This is where it gets interesting....
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"Produce New Research" Aim

Historical Roots: What has been the historical pattern of growth across 
countries and regions and what factors have underpinned this growth?

- 'Global Economic History' theme.

- Expand coverage of data, bring in new partners (Queen's University, ETH 
Zurich).

- Methodological focus on digitization.
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Theme 1 – Global Economic History

What has been the historical pattern of growth across countries and regions and what 
factors have underpinned this growth?

• Growth, Development and Inequality: Building on our existing estimates of 
GDP for England, Japan, India and China we will develop data on Russia, South 
East Asia and Africa. We will derive estimates of patterns in pre-20th century 
inequality based on this data following the methodological lead of Alfani (2022).

• The Evolution of Colonial Economies: How did industrial development proceed 
outside Europe under colonial influence and how did this affect economic 
structures in the long-run?

• ‘Economic History Goes Digital’: CAGE’s research network has built 
considerable expertise in the practice of digitization.We will consolidate this 
capability with a new wave of training courses and a digitization programme
focused on the history of the UK economy since the industrial revolution.
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Theme 2: Designing and Building Better Institutions

How can we build better political institutions for social and economic success?

The Set-Up.

"A central insight of CAGE’s work is that we cannot see the design of 
institutions as a straightforward task of designing an idealized rule system. 
The environment for rule systems is not frictionless – it is subject to culture, 
incentives and shocks. "

"As such, it is crucial to understand how culture and identity are generated 
from an economic perspective. This is of added importance now that social 
media has emerged as a new mass media institution that heavily 
emphasizes cultural and identity questions. "…..
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Designing Institutions Theme

• Mental Models and Identity: Shared mental models affect how members of 
society perceive the world around them and what they want. 'Cognitive 
foundations' of institutions. Projects = 'zero-sum' thinking (Mukand) + 
family/masculinity (Akerlof).

• The Attention Economy: A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention 
and a need to allocate that attention efficiently. Projects =microeconomics of 
attention allocation (Draca) + information overload (Hills).

• Social Media as a New Institution: Mass media has become more 
decentralised, multichannel and subject to behavioral biases. Questions will 
cover: opinion formation; platform design (moderation); memetic 
measurement; and behavioural biases. Experimental & quasi-experimental 
approaches.
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"Produce New Research" Aim

1.3 Policy Design: What are specific examples of inclusive growth 
policies? How can we bring innovative methods to bear on policy 
development and do this expeditiously?

- Gender, Health & Well-Being theme

- 'Agile' Public Policy theme.
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Gender, Health and Well-Being Theme

What are the links between economic success and improvements in well-being, 
health and gender equality?

• Economic Impacts of Mental Health Interventions: Look at how 
treatments such as anti-depressants affect outcomes such as employment 
and labour supply, providing insights on the economic challenge of inactivity. 
(Bhalotra, Warwick).

• Tracking Female Careers Using Large-Scale Personnel Data: Uses 
personnel data to study the evolution of female careers. Let's us look at how 
the structure/composition of workplaces affects progress. Sets an overall 
agenda of looking at gender-related labour market issues in detailed, 
empirical settings.
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'Agile Public Policy' Theme

How can we design policies that overcome historical persistence? What are the 
opportunities for policy innovation that are afforded by the growth of new data sources 
and improvements in experimental methodologies?

- Aim is to 'scale up' the capability we have shown in projects such Covid contact-
tracing, wealth tax and environmental policy evaluation.

- USP is that the agile approach uses new data sources, rigorous methodologies at a 
high scientific level, and is FAST.

- We're still sourcing projects but, by definition, this stuff is responsive. Hence this 
theme is about building capability.

- Hence we need to build some data hub web resources ("Open Regional UK"), 
training events, and a researcher network. We'll try and interest Digital Catapult & 
JBM in this. Plus Bellingcat.
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‘Agile’ Public Policy
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- ‘Real-time’ policy analysis.
- Innovative micro-level data on energy usage.
- Local government outreach through surveys, inclusive of prompts 
for interventions.



Digital Catapult Venue – Kings Cross
“Modelling an Evolving Economy” – October 7th

Joint with NESTA and ESCoE

DC is a government accelerator / start-up incubator equipped with lab-style facilities.

Situated 9 floors above Kings Cross with a 90-person events space.
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Communications and Engagement Plan

- Revamped Media Fellow and Policy Fellows programme.

- Expanding the network of media contacts to (again) non-
standard topics and a new generation of journalists.

- Economic History videos to expand dissemination in economics 
to non-standard topics. Plus economic history data website.

- Build a profile in ‘real-time’ and ’agile’ policy.

- Emphasize capacity building: we skew young compared to other 
academic research centres.
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Leadership & Management

- Typically generic!

- But we will add the Cross-Disciplinary Advisory Group. This will kick off 
seminars and events designed to build networks.

- The key is CURATION. You do not a dozen white papers and strategic 
'brainstorming' events. You need intellectual engagement.

- Not to be too grand, but this idea has a chequered history...
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Internal Development

- Consult with Theme Leaders & others and have a second draft by end of 
March.

- Comments from Nick & Sascha.

- Develop attachments.

- Develop initiatives to 'show off' new ideas. Specifically, data websites & agile 
public policy events.

- General presentation to Economics Department at Warwick.

- Main advice I need is on the rhetoric / wording. Need to avoid cliches & convey 
the innovation of what we're doing without just saying 'innovative' & 'cutting 
edge' all the time.
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External Review

We need readers who will come to it 'fresh' & not already primed. Currently, I plan 
to call on:

- Steve Machin (LSE).

- Rebecca Riley (ESCoE)

- Juan Mateos-Garcia (Deepmind)

- Arthur Turrell (ONS).

Will also seek advice from the ESRC at this point.
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Final Notes

- I estimate that our maximal probability is 50%.

- This is because of variance in the draws of referees. The approach 
of selecting interdisciplinary referees makes the process noisy. I've seen at least 
two high-quality bids sunk like this (LSE & Bristol).

- Between May and August we will push forward the back-up plan to keep a 
basic operation running.
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London Events Space
- DC are selective with events that fit with their mission.

- Current plan is for an AI research event jointly with DeepMind and another 
media network event. 

- We are still contemplating a Westminster events space for 2023. NIESR are an 
obvious potential partner.

- Post-pandemic we have enough experience and enough of a network that we 
can run Westminster events directly.
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CAGE Media Network

- UK economics research centres tend to have an established 
media network of writers with origins in the 2000s.

- We’re retaining this but also expanding the network with data-
focused journalism on non-core economics topics and a new 
generation of writers.

- This is both through our Media Fellow programme and special 
sessions at research events….
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2022 Political Economy Summer School

…plus sessions with Tom Wainwright (Economist) and Mary Hui (Quartz).
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Putting together plans for a London workshop linking data journalists with applied 
researchers.

Names for Media Fellow programme visits are welcome.
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Video Series: Why isn’t the whole world 
developed?

- We discovered our own in-house video producer, Jacob Liebenberg 
through a student video essay competition.

- Now working on a programme of videos with Discover Economics.

- Topics will include the African slave trade, colonial orgins (Acemoglu / 
Robinson) and India’s transition from a colonial economy.

- Recent video on “How Farming Shaped the World” has 6,000+ views 
on Youtube…
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Establishing a dissemination

channel for economic history 
research. 

Link to our strengths in the 
history of development.

Analyse the economics of 
colonialism.
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Rebid Planning

- The call has been scheduled for April 2023 but the full timeline is 
unclear.

- Specifically, whether the timelines and stages will be compressed is 
unknown.

- But we have been building up a structured set of activities and 
projects in preparation…
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Basic USP for the Rebid

Aiming for 2022 application with an October 2023 start:

(1) ESRC has great ‘bread & butter’ evidence-based policy economics research 
centres (IFS, CEP) but needs an economics research base that goes into more 
diverse, less traditional topics for economics. Hence ‘culture, history, behaviour’.

(1) In line with this, the ESRC also needs an ‘interdisciplinary connecter’ between 
economics and other disciplines. Current plan is to do this with respect to 
statistics, computer science, and psychology.

(2) ESRC needs an economics research base outside the M25 / ‘golden triangle’. 
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Potential Themes & ‘Big Questions’ (1)

Theme 1: Global Economic History – What factors have 
underpinned social and economic development in the long-run? 
What are the historical sources of persistent contemporary 
problems? (Broadberry / Fenske)

Theme 2: Designing and Building Better Institutions - How can 
we build better political institutions for social and economic 
success? What are the causes of dysfunctions in our current 
institutions? (Akerlof / Fetzer)
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Potential Themes & ‘Big Questions’ (2)

Theme 3: Gender, Health and Well-Being – What are the links 
between economic success and improvements in well-being, health 
and gender equality? (Bhalotra / Zinovyeva)

Theme 4: ‘Agile’ Public Policy - aka ‘New Policies for Social and 
Economic Change’. How can we design policies that overcome 
historical persistence? What are the opportunities for policy 
innovation that are afforded by the growth of new data sources and 
improvements in experimental methodologies? (Gazze / Dhatta)
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Preparing for the Re-bid

- Many activities have been designed to align with the above USPs and themes.

- The third ‘Outside the Golden Triangle’ is always a challenge. On this front we 
have real-time policy angle (EP Guarantee with local government outreach) plus 
a Midlands Research Network with Birmingham and Nottingham.

- Remaining area for development is ‘interdisciplinary connection’. Here we  are 
developing events for 2023 with an emphasis on the need for curation. 
“Modelling an Evolving Economy” was a test of this model and it was effective.
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Next Steps

- ‘Flagship’ project ideas from Theme Leaders are coming in. 

- A formal draft outline of the (1) Strategic USPs; (2) Intellectual Content; and 
(3) Communications and Engagement Plan are  underway. This will be 
distributed to ‘Board members in the new year.

- Precise menu of documents that will be needed for the Outline Stage are 
hard to predict exactly but we can still generate a lot of content.
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